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Eaton 5115 units prove to be  
a vital lifeline for 911 center

Location:
Hamlin, W. Va. 

Segment:
Local Government

Problem:
Ensuring reliable, uninterrupted 
communications and dispatch 
systems for county emergency 
management.

Solution:
Eaton® 5115 UPS

Results:
New Eaton UPSs help maintain 
continuous uptime to their critical 
communications equipment. 

“It bought us six hours 
worth of backup time 
… It really saved my 
behind. Without this 
link, everything would 
have gone down. It was 
absolutely critical for 
me to have something 
strong there.”
Christopher Terry, systems administrator

Background

Lincoln County Emergency 
Communications Center, also 
known as the Lincoln County 
911 Center, operates 24 hours 
a day, seven days a week. The 
organization is responsible for 
answering all 911 and non-
emergency calls for the citizens 
of Lincoln County, as well as 
dispatching police, fire and 
emergency medical services 
for the cities of Hamlin, West 
Hamlin and rural areas of the 
county. 

In order to maintain its 
commitment to quality 
service, Lincoln County's 911 
Center is equipped with the 
latest technology, including 
Enhanced 911, Emergency 
Medical Dispatch and a 
Telecommunications Device for 
the Deaf (TDD).

Challenge

Ensuring the safety and well 
being of some 22,000 citizens 
— not to mention residents 
in five bordering counties for 
which the center shares mutual 
responsibilities with other 
agencies — is no small task for 
Lincoln County 911. 

The center’s microwave-based, 
mid-range communications and 
public safety dispatch systems 
must remain up and running 
around the clock, as the slightest 
blink in equipment could literally 
mark the difference between life 
and death.

 “I’ve got one of the best radio 
systems in the state,” reveals 
Christopher Terry, the center’s 
systems administrator.

Yet that system is only as 
valuable as its reliability — a 
lesson Lincoln County 911 
learned the hard way earlier this 
year. The county had attached 
Tripp Lite uninterruptible 
power systems (UPSs) to the 
communications equipment at 
its four remote sites. The UPSs 
were responsible for bridging 
the gap between any potential 
loss of power and the small 
window of time required for the 
county’s generators to get up 
and running. 

“We made the decision to cut 
a corner and save a couple 
of dollars, and went with the 
lower grade product,” Terry 
acknowledges. “I never found 
the Tripp Lite product to be a 
public safety-grade product. And 
it only had a 90-day warranty.”
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Two weeks after that warranty 
expired, the UPSs systematically 
failed one by one, resulting in 
a complete loss in the center’s 
communications systems. “It 
was shocking,” Terry recalls. “We 
lost communication capabilities 
serving a 22,000-citizen 
constituency for three to five 
minutes. When we contacted 
the sales rep at State Electric 
who had sold us the units, he 
said would do everything he 
could to remedy the situation — 
and when he did, he came back 
with the Eaton 5115 product.”

Solution

Installed in July, the four Eaton 
5115 1000 VA units have already 
answered the call for exceptional 
reliability at Lincoln County 911 
Center.

Delivering smooth, continuous 
power, the cost-effective 5115 
UPSs feature pure sine wave 
output, ensuring that connected 
loads continue to receive a 
quality electrical waveform to 
operate smoothly even during 
a power outage. Conversely, 
competitive units use a 
simulated sine wave that is 
unable to deliver the same level 
of protection.

The 5115 units also rely on Buck 
and Boost voltage regulation to 
regulate power fluctuations, as 
well as hot-swappable batteries 
to further minimize downtime.

Also contributing to system 
uptime is ABM® battery 
charging technology, which 
uses sophisticated sensing 
circuitry and an innovative 
three-stage charging technique 
to extend the useful service 
life of the batteries while 
optimizing recharge time. ABM 
technology also provides up 
to 60 days’ notice of the end 
of useful battery service life, 
allowing ample time to hot-
swap batteries without ever 
having to shut down connected 
equipment. Furthermore, 
incoming voltage fluctuations are 
corrected by the UPS so they 
don’t affect the performance of 
connected equipment. 

Lincoln County 911’s need for 
unparalleled reliability cannot 
be underscored, especially 
considering the fact that 
personnel often do not have 
immediate access to equipment 
if there is a problem.

“One of our sites is in a very 
rural area,” Terry explains. “It 
takes 45 minutes in good 
weather with a four-wheel-drive 
to get there.”

“If I have one minute of 
downtime in 12 months, I’m 
going to hear about it,” he adds. 
“I have to be up 100 percent of 
the time. The former product I 
was using didn’t allow me to do 
that.”

In addition to providing high 
availability, another key selling 
point of the 5115 was the 
product’s three-year warranty 
and $150,000 load protection 
guarantee — a backing that 
speaks volumes to Terry.

“If a company won’t warrant 
its product longer than 90 days, 
then I’m not interested,” he 
says. “Hindsight is 20/20. I knew 
I probably shouldn’t have gone 
with the Tripp Lite product to 
begin with.”

But Terry has no regrets when 
it comes to the new Eaton 
5115 units. “They’re great,” he 
enthuses. “I haven’t had a hitch 
out of them.”

And that’s not to say that 
the UPSs haven’t been put 
to the test. Recently, one of 
the county’s remote sites — 
which did not have a generator 
attached — lost power for nearly 
five days. Thankfully, the battery 
runtime afforded by the 5115 
enabled 911 personnel to bring 
in a portable generator without 
suffering even a second of 
downtime to its communication 
system. 

“It bought us six hours worth of 
backup time to get it in there,” 
Terry says. “The UPS really 
saved my behind. Without this 
link, everything would have gone 
down. It was absolutely critical 
for me to have something strong 
there.”

Terry also opted to add Eaton’s 
X-Slot Relay Interface Card to 
each unit. A dedicated adapter 
that provides the essential dry-
contact interface between the 
UPS and any relay-connected 
computer, the cards enable 
automatic shutdown and 
network monitoring of UPS 
system status through a 
connected computer. 

The systems administrator is 
also quick to praise his sales rep 
at State Electric, who provided 
a sample 5115 unit before the 
center decided to purchase 
the models. “He bent over 
backwards to get us these Eaton 
units,” Terry explains.

Results

There is no denying that the 
5115 units have provided a true 
lifeline to Lincoln County 911. “I 
sleep a little bit at night,” Terry 
acknowledges, “because I’m 
not worried about those things 
going down on me.”

With the Eaton 5115 UPSs in 
place, Lincoln County 911 is now 
able to:

•	 Maintain	continuous	uptime	
to its critical communications 
equipment

•	 Rest	easy	and	preserve	its	
power protection investment 
with the units’ three-year 
warranty

•	 Enjoy	longer	battery	life	and	
received advanced warning 
when the batteries are 
reaching the end of their 
useful life, thanks to ABM 
technology

•	 Ensure	uptime	even	when	
batteries require replacement 
thanks to hot-swappable 
batteries
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